We propose several new heuristics for the twopage book crossing problem, which are based on recent algorithms for the corresponding one-page problem. Especially, the neural network model for edge allocation is combined for the rst time with various one-page algorithms. We investigate the performance of the new heuristics by testing them on various benchmark test suites. It is found out that the new heuristics outperform the previously known heuristics and produce good approximations of the planar crossing number for several well-known graph families. We conjecture that the optimal two-page drawing of a graph represents the planar drawing of the graph.
Introduction
The simplest graph drawing method is that of putting the vertices of a graph on a line and drawing the edges as halfcircles in κ half planes (called pages). Such drawings are called κ-page book drawings, and they are used in the linear VLSI design. The minimal number of edge crossings over all κ-page book drawings of a graph is called the κ-page book crossing number [1] .
The one-page [1] book crossing number corresponds to outerplanar [2] (also called convex [3] , or circular [4] ) crossing number, which is the minimal number of edge crossings in a drawing where one places the vertices of a graph G along a circle, and the edges are drawn as straight lines. Therefore, the one-page book crossing problem is equivalent to nding the order of the vertices on the circle which minimises the number of edge crossings. We denote the one-page book crossing number as ν (G), following the notation in [1] . The problem to determine ν (G) for a given graph G is NP-hard [5] .
The two-page book crossing problem can be formulated analogously: one places the vertices of a graph G along a circle and each edge is drawn in one of two colours. The two-page book crossing number ν (G) of G is the smallest number of crossings of edges with the same colour. Naturally, this problem is also NP-hard [6] . Similarly, a κ-page drawing of a graph is equivalent to a κ-colour circular drawing of the graph.
For a graph G with n vertices labeled , , . . . , n − and m edges, we denote by g_adj the usual adjacency matrix. A vector order will be de ned such that order [u] denotes the position of vertex u on the circle in the current drawing (positions being denoted , , . . . , n − ). The allocation of edges between the two pages is stored in a matrix d_adj. Matrix entry (i, j) indicates the page (colour) of the edge between vertices at positions i and j, with 0 meaning that no edge exists between these vertices. If (i, j) and (k, l) are edges on the same page, and i < k < j < l, then they produce a crossing. So we can calculate the number of crossings in a κ-page drawing of G with the following formula: (2) The crossing minimisation problem is of outmost importance in the eld of graph drawings. The aesthetical properties and readability of graphs (such as diagrams or maps) are heavily dependent on the number of crossings in a drawing. Crossing minimisation is also one of the most important goals in VLSI circuit design [7, 8] and Quantumdot Cellular Automata (QCA) [9, 10] , where a smaller crossing number means lower implementation cost. From the theoretical point of view, the one-page and two-page crossing number of a graph provide an upper bound of the general crossing number of the graph. Naturally, the two-page book crossing number of a graph provides a closer upper bound for the general crossing number of the graph than the corresponding one-page crossing number.
Several heuristic algorithms are designed for the onepage book crossing problem, e.g., the algorithm of Mäki-nen [11] , the CIRCULAR algorithm [4] , the algorithm of Baur and Brandes [12] , and AVSDF [13] . The two-page book crossing number as an approximation to the conjectured planar crossing number was rst studied in [14, 15] , but no thorough testing was done there. An important paper in this area is that by Cimikowski [16] , where rst an order of vertices for some structural graphs is given by a Hamiltonian cycle, and then eight di erent heuristic algorithms to nd a good allocation of edges between the two pages were designed and tested. Winterbach [17] proposed heuristics for the two-page crossing numbers and applied them to estimate the planar crossing number of some small complete multipartite graphs. de Klerk and and Pasechnik [18] have recently obtained new lower bounds of two-page crossing number for km,n and Kn. We have studied the two-page book crossing number problem using simulated annealing [19] , genetic algorithm [20] , and neural network [21] . However, these methods require long running time. Hence, we also investigated the parallelisation of genetic algorithms for the two-page crossing number problem [22, 23] .
In this paper, we further study heuristic algorithms that combine the latest one-page drawing algorithms (BB and AVSDF) [12, 13] and four edge allocation algorithms, such as SLOPE, LEN, CRS and the neural network (NN) model [21] , for the two-page crossing number problem, and compare the performance of edge allocation algorithms. Especially the NN as an edge allocation algorithm is combined for the rst time with heuristic one-page algorithms. The experiments are carried out on the benchmark test suites Rome Graphs [24] and Random Connected Graphs (RCGs) [13] . In order to further examine the performance of edge allocation algorithms, we apply the edge allocation algorithms based on a xed vertex order, which is either the optimal or a Hamiltonian order for the one-page drawing of some typical structural graphs. This paper is organised as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we introduce two known heuristic one-page algorithms and four new two-page algorithms. In Section 4, we exam- ine two-page algorithms in di erent ways, compare the results for some circulant graphs with Cimikowski's results [16] , and provide exact results for some structural graphs. In Section 5, we conclude our ndings.
One-page drawing algorithms . The algorithm of Baur and Brandes (BB+)
The best algorithm of Baur and Brandes [12] consists of two phases: greedy and sifting.
. . Greedy
The vertices are placed one by one on the circle as follows: at each step a vertex v with the largest number of already placed neighbours is selected, where ties are broken in favour of vertices with fewer unplaced neighbours. This node is placed to the end that yields fewer crossings between the open edges and the edges that become closed by placing v, where an open edge refers to an edge which has one endpoint unplaced. Crossings with closed edges not incident to the currently inserted vertex do not need to be considered because they are the same for both sides. In Figure 1 , there are eight such crossings for the left end and only ve for the right end. The running time of this phase of the algorithm is O((n + m) log n).
. . Sifting
Each vertex is moved along the circle and the number of crossings is computed, while the other vertices stay in their current order. The vertex is then placed in its (locally) optimal position. The running time for one round is O(nm). We use BB to denote the greedy phase, and BB+ to denote the combination of the two phases.
. Algorithm AVSDF+ Algorithm AVSDF+ [13] consists of two phases too: greedy and adjusting.
. . Greedy
AVSDF is a variation of CIRCULAR algorithm [4] , but it is implemented in a depth-rst manner. First, one places the vertex with the smallest degree, and then visits the adjacencies of the current vertex, which have not been visited yet, such that the smallest degree vertex has the highest priority for visiting. The vertices are placed on the circle in the order they are visited. AVSDF runs in time O(m).
. . Adjusting
In each round of the adjusting phase, the vertices are sorted in non-increasing order of the number of crossings created by their incident edges. The vertices are then considered, in this order, and for each vertex the best position among the current one and the ones immediately after each of its adjacent vertices is found and the vertex is moved to that position. The round is repeated until no improvements are obtained.
For each vertex v, only deg(v) positions are considered during a round of the adjusting phase, while sifting considers all n positions. So, for the n vertices, the adjusting algorithm tries di erent positions v∈V deg(v) = m times compared to n times by sifting. Since the vertices causing larger number of crossings have higher priority to be adjusted, the crossing number is reduced quickly. In the experiments it was observed that the number of iterations is much lower than the vertex number n. Analogically to BB, we denote the basic phase as AVSDF, and the one augmented with adjusting phase as AVSDF+.
Two-page drawing algorithms
The goal of one-page algorithms is to order the vertices of a given graph to minimise the one-page book crossing number. Two-page algorithms have the additional task to divide the edges into two pages. Our new two-page algorithms start with an order produced by a one-page algorithm, and divide the edges into two pages with small crossings as possible.
. Slope algorithm (SLOPE)
In a circular drawing, each edge has a slope to the horizontal line. SLOPE divides the edges into the pages according to their slopes. If an edge is horizontal or has a negative slope (the angle between the edge and the horizontal axis is larger than
• ), the edge is put on page 2 (solid edges in Figure 2 ). Otherwise, the edge is put on page 1 (dashed edges in Figure 2 ). Note that SLOPE is not invariant to rotations of the drawing. The vertex positions are numbered clockwise around the circle, with 0 being at the top. If an edge has the vertices in positions i and j, it is not hard to see that it is horizontal, if (i + j) mod n = , and vertical, if (i + j) mod n = n/ . An edge has a negative slope if < (i+j) mod n < n/ , and a positive slope, if (i + j) mod n > n/ . Hence, SLOPE puts an edge in page 2, if (i + j) mod n < n/ , and in page 1, if (i + j) mod n ≥ n/ . SLOPE computes the matrix d_adj in time O(n ).
. Descending length order (LEN)
The length of an edge between positions i and j in a circular drawing is de ned as min{|i − j|, n − |i − j|}. Intuitively, the longer the edge, the larger the probability to cross with other edges. Edges of length one create no crossings. Therefore, we sort the edges of length two or more in non-increasing order by length, where ties are broken lexicographically. Initially all edges are placed in page 1, and then each edge is either left in page one or moved to page two depending on the number of edge crossings produced. The process is iterated until either no improvement happens or ve iterations are carried out (the number of iterations was found experimentally). LEN is similar to the algorithm E-len by Cimikowski [16] . The di erence is that LEN starts with all edges in page one and moves some of the edges to page two, while E-len adds edges one by one to one of the two pages. The running time for one round is O(m) excluding the calculation of crossings.
. Descending crossing order (CRS)
The algorithm of edge allocation according to descending number of crossings is based on an initial xed order of edges in page one. CRS sorts the edges in non-increasing order of the number of crossings they produce, then it nds the rst edge e in the list which would create fewer crossings on the other page, and moves it. CRS recalculates the number of crossings for all other edges, and re-sorts the list of edges. Note that the new number of crossings of any edge except e will di er by at most 1 from the old one. So, re-sorting the list can be done in linear time. Hence, the time complexity of a round is O(m) excluding the computation of the number of crossings. CRS repeats this process (starting again at the top of the list) until no improvements are possible or the iteration number arrives m. Our preliminary experiments show that the number of iterations is much smaller than m.
CRS maintains two lists of m elements, eplist and crlist. Each element eplist(i) stores the positions of the two endpoints of an edge, eplist(i).u and eplist(i).v, and the page allocation eplist(i).page of the edge. In the list crlist each element consists of two components, crlist(i).post and crlist(i).cr, which are the index number of an edge in the eplist and the crossing number created by the edge, respectively. CRS is presented as Algorithm 1.
Create an edge list with page attribute, eplist; Create a sorted crossing list with edge index, crlist; Calculate current crossings, currCr; i=0; lastCr=currCr; 
. The neural network algorithm (NN)
A Hop eld network is a fully connected recurrent single layer and unsupervised network. Cimikowski and Shope [25] used a Hop eld neural network to model a two-page drawing of a graph with n vertices and m edges. In the model, each edge is associated with an "up" and a "down" neuron, representing an embedding of the edge in the upper or lower half-plane. Hence, the neurons Vup ij and Vdown ij represent the upper and lower connections between vertices i and j, respectively. Therefore, the number of neurons is m.
In the improved neural network [21] , we used a model of binary neurons [26] , each of which associated to an edge. The red neurons indicate that the edges are in the upper side of the spine, and the un red neurons indicate that the edges are in the down side of the spine. Hence, the model uses only m neurons.
A function ∆(x, y, z, w) to express the relationship of two edges in one page is de ned as:
The energy function is de ned as
The motion function is written as
We suppose that an order of vertices π = , , ..., n − , has been obtained by a heuristic one-page algorithm. Moreover, we suppose that an ordered edge list e , e , ..., e m− is created. At the startup, the network is randomly given an initial input u i ∈ (− , ). Correspondingly, the neuron states of the network are randomly initialized with 0 or 1. According to the value of the motion Equation (5) in each iteration, the state of each neuron is updated, and consequently, the edge corresponding to the updated neuron is moved between upper and lower half planes, i.e., between page one and two. When the neural network arrives a stable state, the two-page book crossing number is calculated. The learning procedure is repeated with di erent initial states of the neurons for several times, and the best embedding is output. This algorithm is much faster than the Cimikowski and Shope algorithm. According to the motion function of the new model, the calculation in each neuron takes time O(m) in the worst case. Therefore, a sequential traversal of all m neurons takes time O(m ). Full details of the heuristic are given in [21] .
. Hybrid of one-page algorithm and edge pre-allocation (AVSDF_EP)
In addition to the methods based on a xed linear vertex order or on a one-page drawing of the graph, we can synthetically consider vertex order and edge division directly for a two-page drawing. A hybrid heuristic algorithm AVSDF_EP is based on AVSDF. At edge division phase, it places an edge incident to the currently placed vertex based on the smallest crossings produced by the edge and already placed edges (see Algorithm 2). The time complexity is O(m) excluding the computation of the number of crossings.
Experiments
Our main idea is to combine the order of vertices xed by a one-page algorithm and edge division between pages. We also examine the e ect of xed order of vertices. After that we test di erent combinations of two-page algorithms. In Section 4.2 we investigate how edge density a ect the performance of our heuristics. Finally, in Section 4.3 we test our heuristics on some typical graph families. The experiments were done for a variety of graphs, which included two subsets in the benchmark test suites Rome Graphs (GDToolKit) [24] : -RND BUP: A set of biconnected, undirected and planar graphs generated randomly, of which, 200 graphs were tested. -ALF CU: A set of connected and undirected graphs, of which, 380 graphs were tested.
The experiments were also carried out for some sets of graphs in the graph library we created, including Random Connected Graphs (RCGs), regular degree 3 random connected graphs (3-d RCGs), and some typical graphs, such as Circulant graphs (Cn( , a , ..., a k ), C kn ( , n)), Halin graphs, mesh graphs (Pm × Pn), Cartesian production graphs (Cm × Cn), complete p-partite graphs (Kn(p)), and complete graphs (Kn).
In the experiments of two page algorithms based on the optimal vertex order (e.g., a Hamiltonian cycle) or on the vertex order obtained with a one-page algorithm, the edges of the tested graphs were initially set in one page for SLOPE, LEN and CRS, while they are randomly assigned in two pages for NN.
The experiments were run on a laptop with dual-core CPU 3.0GHZ and 2GB memory.
. Tests of two page algorithms . . Tests based on one-page algorithms
We compared pairs of algorithm combinations formed by two heuristics for one-page drawings (AVSDF+ and BB+) and four two-page algorithms (SLOPE, LEN, CRS and NN), and AVSDF_EP as well. The experiments were run on RND_BUP, ALF_CU, RCGs, 3-d RCGs, Cm × Cn, Pm × Pn, Halin, Cn( , a , ..., a k ), and C kn ( , n) graphs. Table 1 lists the numbers of times when each algorithm combination got the best results in all test data, with the highest values shown in bold face. The number in parentheses in the rst column represents the number of graphs of that type used in the experiments. No matter which one-page algorithm is used to nd the optimal order of vertices for all types of tested graphs, NN dominates the performance in all two-page algorithms, and BB+_NN performs better than AVSDF+_NN for all graphs except on circulant graphs Cn( , a . . . a k ), and Cartesian products, for which, BB+_NN ties AVSDF+_NN. We use X ≺ Y to express that algorithm Y obtains the best results more times than algorithm X. From Table 1 , for most types of graphs there exists the relationship: SLOPE ≺ LEN ≺ CRS ≺ NN when they are combined with AVSDF+ or BB+, while AVSDF_EP is slightly better than AVSDF+_SLOPE and BB+_SLOPE, but worse than AVSDF+_LEN and BB+_LEN. The last row of Table 1 shows the sum of numbers of times when an algorithm obtained the best results for all types of tested graphs. Therefore, we have the integrated performance of all algorithms on all types of tested graphs: BB+_SLOPE≺ AVSDF+_SLOPE≺ AVSDF_EP≺ AVSDF+_LEN≺ BB+_LEN≺ AVSDF+_CRS≺ BB+_CRS≺ AVSDF+_NN≺ BB+_NN.
. . Tests based on a xed order of vertices
The experiments of Cimikowski [16] were done based on a xed Hamiltonian cycle for some typical structural graphs. However, not every Hamiltonian cycle corresponds to an optimal vertex order for a two-page drawing, and an optimal two-page drawing might not correspond to a Hamiltonian cycle. Moreover, for an arbitrary graph, a Hamilto- 1: Create an adjacency list, each vertex with a linked list sorted in descending degree order 2: De ne a list L, and a stack S; 3: Get the vertex with the smallest degree from the given graph, and push it into S; 4: while (S is not empty) do 5: Pop a vertex v from S; 6: if (v is not in L) then 7: Append the vertex v into L; 8: for (each vertex u adjacent to v, in decreasing order of deg(u)) do 9: if (u is not in L) then 10: push u into S; 11: else 12: place the edge (u, v) to the page where fewer new crossings are created by adding the edge; 13: end if 14: end for 15: end if 16: end while Algorithm 2: AVSDF_EP Kn(p) , and Kn, with the method used in [16] -rst nd an optimal order of vertices for a one-page drawing, and then apply an algorithm for the edge division. Circular graphs are regular Hamiltonian graphs. Therefore, the vertices of circulant graphs were placed along the node line in Hamiltonian order for the testing. The vertices of Cartesian graphs Cm × Cn were placed in Hamiltonian cycles or paths. For 3-row and 4-row mesh graphs, vertices were placed in the optimal orders as described in [27] , but for other meshes, the natural orders in rows were kept as they were produced. For complete p-partite graphs, the vertices were placed in the optimal order [28] (see Section 4.3.3). Table 2 shows the numbers of times when each twopage algorithm achieves the best results on each type of graphs in all tests. It can be seen that NN achieves the best results for all types of structural graphs. It is also shown that certain algorithms have di erent performance for di erent structural graphs. For example, SLOPE is the best for complete graphs, but for circulants Cn(a , ..., a k ), Cartesian graphs Cm × Cn and mesh graphs Pm × Pn, SLOPE performs worst. LEN has the worst performance for complete graphs Kn and complete p-partite graphs Kn(p). This might be because the edges of a complete graph or a complete p-partite graph have the same lengths, and thus the lengths of edges do not make sense for edge division.
. . Tests based on di erent two-page preprocessings
We investigated the e ect of using AVSDF_EP and AVSDF+_SLOPE as a two-page preprocessing steps, followed by LEN, CRS or NN. Figure 3 (a) and (b) show the two-page book crossing numbers of 60 di erent graphs with vertex numbers 80, 90, 100 in RND_BUP of Roman Graphs by using the algorithm combinations above.
As shown in Figure 3 (a) and (b), CRS achieved greater improvement to the results of the preprocessing algorithms AVSDF_EP and AVSDF+_SLOPE than LEN and NN. It can be seen that NN did not improve any results of AVSDF_EP, and occasionally improved results of AVSDF+_SLOPE. This might be because in the experiments the initial states of neurons correspond to the initial edge division obtained by the two preprocessing algorithms, respectively, and the initial two-page drawings obtained could be local optimums for NN. Thus, NN cannot improve the drawings any further. Note that for the experiments of the combinations of NN and one-page algorithms, the initial states of neurons were set randomly, which left a large search space for NN. Figure 3 (c) shows the results of the two best combinations AVSDF_EP_CRS and AVSDF+_SLOPE_CRS. Obviously, the later is better than the former.
We also observed the e ect of di erent rst stage algorithms on a two-page algorithm. The experiments were done on the same graph set as in the experiments above. From Figure 4 (a),(b) and (c), we can conclude that BB+ is the best preprocessing algorithm for LEN, CRS and NN in the experiment on RND_BUP of Roman Graphs. Figure  4 
. Test on RCGs with di erent edge densities
We compared the eight combinations of one-page algorithms (AVSDF+, BB+) and two-page algorithms (SLOPE, LEN, CRS, NN) on RCGs with edge densities %, %, and %, where the density is de ned as the ratio of the number of edges to the maximum possible number of edges. The maximal possible number of edges of a graph with n vertices is n(n − )/ , thus the density can be written in the form of
Trees are the sparsest connected graphs with n − edges, given a speci c vertex number n. Therefore, a connected graph with edge density % has at least 200 vertices, with edge density % has at least 100 vertices, and with edge density % has at least 40 vertices. To create a RCG, we rst created a random tree, and then add rest edges between any-pair of vertices picked randomly. Twelve groups of graphs with vertex numbers from 200, 100, 40 were created for densities %, % and %, respectively. For the twelve groups of graphs, vertex numbers are changed with step 5, and every group includes 10 di erent graphs, for which the average crossing number is calculated. Tables 3, 4 and 5 show that BB+_NN achieved the dominating results for all densities of graphs, the second best combination was AVSDF+_NN for the RCGs. In the three tables, the best results are shown in bold face. AVSDF+_NN achieved the best results for the density 1% of graphs with lower vertex numbers, while BB+_NN achieved the best results for the density 1% of graphs with larger vertex num- bers. For densities 2% and 5% of graphs, BB+_NN achieved the best results most times in all combinations. We also observed the running times of one-page algorithms (AVSDF+ and BB+) and two-page algorithms (SLOPE, LEN, CRS, NN) on RCGs with densities 1%, 2% and 5%. The running time of a two-page algorithm was recorded when the combination of the two-page algorithm and AVSDF+ was applied. The running time of a two-page algorithm based on BB+ was similar to that when it was based on AVSDF+, although they were di erent due to different orders obtained by di erent one-page algorithms. Tables 6, 7 and 8 list the running times (ms) of one-page algorithms and two-page algorithms for the three densities of graphs RCGs.
From Tables 6, 7 and 8, it can be seen that the one-page algorithm BB+ took much longer time than AVSDF+. The running times of SLOPE and CRS were basically less than 10 ms. For all densities of graphs, LEN took longer time than NN when vertex number went larger for all densities of graphs. This indicates that the running time of LEN increased as the rise of vertex number faster than that of NN. However, the running time of BB+ was much longer than that of all two-page algorithms. Therefore, we can conclude that BB+_NN achieved dominating results with high time cost due to BB+'s time complexity. Hence, more e cient one-page algorithms are needed.
. Tests on some typical graphs
We tested some circulant graphs used by Cimikowski [16] and some Halin graphs with two-page algorithms based on one-page algorithms. For some typical classes of graphs such as complete p-partite graphs, 3-row meshes, 4-row meshes and Cartesian graphs, the optimal one-page drawings were rst constructed, and then a two-page algorithm was applied. 
. . Circulant graph test
Circulant graphs of the form Cn(a , a , ..., a k ), where < a < a < ... < a k < (n + )/ , are regular Hamiltonian graphs with n vertices, and with vertices i ± a j ( mod n), j = , ..., k, adjacent to each i [30] .
Some circulant graphs had been tested based on a xed Hamiltonian cycle by Cimikowski [16] . We tested these circulant graphs as well, but rst applied a heuristic algorithm to nd a good one-page drawing, and then applied a two-page algorithm.
In Table 9 , the middle eight columns list the crossing numbers of all tested circulants obtained with eight algorithm combinations. The third rightmost column contains either the optimal values related to the xed order of vertices based on Hamiltonian cycles [16] , or theoretical lower and upper bounds from [16] (written as a : b with a the lower and b the upper bound), if the branch-and-bound algorithm of Cimikowski [16] was not applicable. The second rightmost column contains the best results obtained with Cimikowski's eight heuristic algorithms based on the Hamiltonian cycle of each circulant graph [16] . The rightmost column lists the best results obtained with genetic algorithms that we previously developed [20] .
In Table 9 , the best results of our eight heuristic algorithms for all circulant graphs are shown in bold face. Almost all best results are the same as or better than the best results obtained with Cimikowski's eight heuristic algorithms [16] . For some circulant graphs such as C ( , , ), C ( , ), C ( , ), C ( , ), C ( , ), and C ( , ), the best results are better than the optimal values that can be obtained from branch-and-bound algorithm based on a xed order of vertices [16] . This is because our algorithms, unlike [16] , are not restricted to the xed order. Although the xed Hamiltonian order is usually viewed as a favorable order for two-page drawings [16] , it restricts the search space. For example, Figure 5 presents the best known two-page drawing for C ( , ) (which we found using AVSDF+_NN). It has 38 crossings on a xed Hamiltonian order of vertices, while the optimal solution based on the same order had 42 crossings [16] . However, the best two-page crossing number for C ( , ) is 23 [19] .
However, comparing with the best results achieved with the genetic algorithms, which are listed in the rightmost column in Table 9 , the best results of our eight heuristic algorithm combinations are worse. This might be because genetic algorithms search a larger space of vertex order and edge division synchronously.
. . Halin graph tests
A Halin graph H is a planar graph H = T ∪ C, where T is a tree with no vertex of degree two and at least one vertex of degree three or more. T is embedded in the plane and C is a cycle connecting the leaves of T in the cyclic order determined by the embedding of T. The edges in T will be called t-edges and the ones in C will be called c-edges.
The two-page book crossing number of a subhamiltonian planar graph is zero [31, 32] . A Halin graph is a subhamiltonian planar graph, and thus the two-page book crossing number of Halin graphs is zero [27] . We have presented an algorithm to obtain planar two-page drawing of a Halin graph based on an optimal Hamiltonian order [27] .
We tested 400 Halin graphs with the hybrid algorithm AVSDF_EP and the four two-page algorithms based Table 9 : Test results for circulants obtained with the eight algorithm combinations, ranges or optimal values on xed order denoted as Opt._C [16] , best results obtained with Cimikowski's eight heuristic algorithms denoted as best_C [16] , and the best results obtained with genetic algorithms denoted as best_GA [20] . on one-page algorithms. We use X Y to express that algorithm X obtains 0 crossings more times than algorithm Y. We have: BB+_NN (278) AVSDF_NN(259) AVSDF+_CRS (213) BB+_CRS (162) AVSDF+_LEN(132) BB+_LEN(88) AVSDF_EP (26) AVSDF+_SLOPE (11) BB+_SLOPE (7), with the numbers in brackets denoting the number of times the algorithm obtained a planar drawing.
. . Complete p-partite graph and complete graph tests
We denote a complete p-partite graph with equal size (n) of the partite sets as
For a complete p-partite graph with n vertices in each partite set, the one-page book crossing number is ν (Kn(p)) = n p + n (n− )( n− ) p +n n p [28] . We know the optimal one-page drawing solution for Kn(p) [28] . All vertices of the partite sets are evenly placed around a cycle, i.e., the vertices of every partite set form a regular n-gon ( Figure 6 ). It is easy to get the optimal order for a complete p-partite graph in linear time. The test was done based on the optimal orders of 28 complete p-partite graphs (see Table 10 ). NN got the best results for all complete p-partite graphs tested except for K ( ), for which SLOPE obtained the best result (86 two-page crossings). SLOPE also achieved the best results in most cases (23/28) , but the results of LEN and CRS were not far behind.
For complete graphs, we directly applied the two-page algorithms on the natural order 0,1,...,n-1 (see Table 11 ). NN and SLOPE achieved optimal or conjectured optimal results every time, while the results of LEN and CRS were close to or the same as the conjectured optimal ones. The values for the complete graphs from K to K were presented by Cimikowski [16] as well. Data in bold face match Optimal order for one-page drawing of 3-row meshes [28] .
the (conjectured) optimal values, as they are the same as the upper bounds from Guy's conjecture for general planar crossing numbers of complete graphs [29] . We de ne an approximate degree η of a test result to the optimum value as
The closer to 1 the approximate degree η is, the closer to the optimal two-page crossing number is the result. We calculated the average approximate degree of each two-page algorithm for the tested complete graphs from K to K . The approximate degrees of SLOPE, LEN, CRS and NN were 1, 0.985894787, 0.995485922 and 1, respectively. Actually, we have tested complete graphs from K to K with NN, and all the results of the tested complete graphs are the same as the upper bound of the general planar crossing numbers [21] . Here, we also tested K to K with SLOPE, and the results are the same as those obtained by NN.
. . 3-or 4-row mesh tests
For 3-row meshes, P × Pn, we know the optimal one-page book crossing number [28] , for any odd n ≥ : ν (P × Pn) = n − , and for any even n ≥ : ν (P × Pn) = n − . For 4-row meshes with n columns, P × Pn, we have ν (P × Pn) = n − [27] .
For a 3-or 4-row mesh, it is easy to construct a Hamiltonian cycle to get the optimal one-page drawing in linear time [27] (Figure 7 (a) (b) and Figure 8 (a)(b) ). The onepage drawing of each mesh is obtained by placing the vertices on a circle in the order given by the Hamiltonian cycle drawn with solid lines.
Clearly, 3-row and 4-row meshes are subhamiltonian graphs, and thus the two-page book crossing numbers of all 3-row and 4-row meshes are zeros [27] . Exact solutions for two-page drawings of 4-row meshes were presented in [27] . We tested 3-or 4-row meshes with the four two-page algorithms based on these Hamiltonian cycles (paths). Ta- 
. . Cartesian product Cm × Cn tests
There is a lot of research about Cartesian product graphs Cm × Cn [33] [34] [35] . A natural planar drawing of Cm × Cn having (m − )n crossings, where m ≤ n, is as the following: draw Pm × Cn with no crossings (the cycles are taken to be concentric) and then to each path add one edge, crossing m − of the concentric cycles [33] . Figure 9 and Figure 10 present these drawings for C × C , C × C and C × C . Graphs SLOPE LEN CRS NN P × P P × P P × P P × P P × P P × P P × P P × P P × P P × P P × P P × P 
In Figure 9 and Figure 10 , the solid edges form a Hamiltonian cycle or path. For a Cartesian graph Cm × Cn with m ≤ n, when n is even, we can construct a Hamiltonian cycle as in Figure 9 (a). When n is odd and m is odd, we can construct a Hamiltonian cycle as in Figure 10 (b). When n is odd but m is even, we can construct the Hamiltonian cycle as in Figure 10 (a), but it is not optimal for our purpose of two-page drawings. In this case, we can also construct a Hamiltonian path as in Figure 9 (b). Hence, we tested Cartesian products Cm × Cn based on these Hamiltonian cycles (paths) of each graph. Table 13 shows the results, and the data in bold face indicate that the results are equal to the planar crossing numbers (m − )n. It can be seen that NN achieved the best results, and all results are equal to the planar crossing numbers.
We know the exact crossing numbers or upper bounds of all tested graphs except the tested circulant graphs. From the experimental results, we can see that the best results obtained by our edge allocation algorithms show excellent performance in approximation to the planar crossing number, as they are always equal to either the exact crossing numbers (e.g., for Halin graphs, mesh graphs, complete p-partite graphs and Cartesian products), or the (conjectured) upper bounds of the tested graphs (e.g., complete graphs). This indicates that we can completely use the two-page crossing number to approximate the planar crossing number of a graph, and the optimal two-page drawing provides an easy approach to a planar drawing. Actually, according to the experimental results, we may have the following conjecture:
The optimal two page drawing of a graph represents the planar drawing of the graph.
Conclusion
We designed several heuristics for the two-page book crossing problem by combining two of one-page drawing algorithms (BB+ [12] and our AVSDF+ [13] ) with four twopage algorithms (SLOPE, LEN, CRS, and NN). We also proposed a hybrid algorithm (AVSDF_EP), which directly assign edges into pages while placing the vertices on the circle in the AVSDF algorithm.
We investigated the performance of our algorithms by testing them on benchmark test suites: Rome graphs (RND_BUP and ALF_CU), Random Connected Graphs (RCGs) and some typical graphs. For all types of graphs tested, BB+_NN achieved dominating results, but it took much time due to BB+'s time complexity. AVSDF+_NN is the second best combination for all graphs.
We investigated the e ect of one-page algorithms on a two-page algorithm. The experiments show that BB+ is the best preprocessing algorithm for all two-page algorithms.
We also investigated the e ect of using AVSDF_EP or AVSDF+_SLOPE as a preprocessing step, followed by the LEN, CRS, or NN. Starting with AVSDF_EP, LEN achieved much greater improvement to the results than CRS for RND_BUP graphs. In contrast, starting from AVSDF+_SLOPE, CRS achieved greater improvements than LEN on the same RND_BUP graphs. For LEN, the best preprocessing is AVSDF_EP, while for CRS, the best preprocessing is the AVSDF+. However, when starting with an initial two-page distribution provided by AVSDF_EP or AVSDF+_SLOPE, NN was in the shadow of other two-page algorithms.
For all densities of RCGs, BB+_NN achieved the best results for most cases in all algorithm combinations. We examined the running times of one-page and two-page algorithms. It is shown that BB+ took much longer time than AVSDF+ for all densities of RCGs. LEN took longer time than NN when the vertex number of a graph increased for all densities of RCGs.
Based on the optimal order of vertices for one-page drawing, we tested several typical structured graphs. NN almost achieved the optimal results for all tested structured graphs. For complete graphs and complete p-partite graphs, SLOPE obtained excellent results as well, especially for complete graphs, SLOPE achieved the same results as NN, and the results are equal to the planar crossing numbers for complete graphs. NN also achieved the planar crossing numbers for Cartesian products graphs. LEN, CRS and NN achieved planar drawings for all tested 3-row and 4-row mesh graphs.
With our two-page algorithms based on a one-page algorithm, the best results of some circulant graphs are better than the optimal values based on xed orders of vertices obtained by Cimikowski [16] . A possible reason is that a xed order of the vertices constrains the search space of solutions. However, the best results are worse than those obtained with genetic algorithms that we previously developed. It might be because genetic algorithms search a larger space of vertex order and edge distribution synchronously. In other words, the constraints of vertex order could lead to the limitation of nding a good two-page drawing.
The experimental results of these typical graphs, especially complete graphs, strongly support that two-page book crossing number presents an excellent upper bound for general crossing number of graphs, and the fact that the two-page book crossing numbers of 3-row and 4-row meshes and Halin graphs are zero further highlights this point, as these graphs are planar graphs. Further more, we may conjecture that the optimal two-page crossing number of a graph is the planar crossing number of the graph.
